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I met my friend Norbert (Nono) by happenstance on
the Net some years ago.
Nono, who had been a marine mechanic in“La
Royale” (France Nationale Marine),  was already
knowledgeable and experienced in knot tying.
More than that he was, even then, master in the art
of envisioning in 3D and in drawing what he is in his
mind eyes.
Most of the knots shown here are his, sometime
with a little “ folly grain” from myself, Alcosinus.

I never was a sailor, a scout or a mountaineer, I just
“fell into knots” following a very severe accident.
Sure, now and then, I had made some knots before,
just so-so, nothing that got any admiration.
Confined in a wheelchair for months on end , I made
one, then two knots… soon I decided to make all
the ABoK !

Chance made me met with our translator : Nautile.

OUR COMMON PAST WITH
SPHERICAL COVERING

When I bought my first copy of ABoK in 1998, I was
quite surprised to read that a little girl had been able
to make a rather complex spherical cover  (SC) .

Perplexed, I made a careful examination of #2217.

At that time I had absolutely no knowledge about
knots, I was the absolute beginning learner.

I made the #2217, on a wood ball, following Ashley
instructions. Alas I have not kept it.
Finished it looked a bit like a THK without really
being one.

Some years latter, having obtained a billiard ball, I
tried unsuccessfully to cover it with  #2217, #2218
and #2219.

I asked Nono if covering it was possible at all ?
He went back home with the billiard ball and some
time latter sent me a picture.

He had succeeded !   But how ?

I am sure he spent a considerable time searching
and that he made many attempts ; the SC in its
finalised aspect can be seen in the photography just
above.

I asked him how he had made it ?
Was it coming from  #2219 ? Answer : No !

MAKING IT HAPPEN

Nono has a passion for this sort of diagrams that he
spends a lot of time researching.
I know that independently of ABoK that he does not
even own and of Internet that was not available to
him at the time of discovery he discovered by
himself the mirror image trick and the assembly of
different knots so as to make bigger and new knots
with a single strand.
It is possible to put in 2 parallel LEAD and to double
them, that hold true for BIGHT.

With this basic enough idea and adding a mirror
image it was possible to make a small ball.



So to get a covering for my billiard ball, it was only
necessary to put in more LEAD & BIGHT in the
correct  ratio.

Using this, it becomes possible to cover a cube, a
parallelepiped, a pyramid, an ovoid stone.

It is necessary to get the correct LEAD/BIGHT ratio.
I must come again on that point in another article.

The difficulty is in drawing the diagram and in
experimenting with the shape obtained.
We are always a bit uncertain about the exact
shape our drawing will gives as a knot.
I have not enough mastery of mathematics to work
with equations and so avoid many mistakes in the
research phase.

Here are the phases of the covering of a billiard ball.

Phase 1

Make the grid with cordage ; take care of not
making any mistake.
I work with a throw away mould , so if I make a
mistake, I cut, correct and join again before going
on.

Phase 2.

Take the finished mould of its support without
making a mess of the arrangement. Just above is a
picture of a  herringbone pattern of  5 parallel LEAD.

When doing this sort of job you better not be
counting your time.
You only have to avoid making any mistake in the
over / under sequence !

Phase 3.

Put it in place on a billiard ball or another sort of
ball. ( like Nautile often say : sphere is ‘surface’ and
ball is ‘volume’). Don’t over tighten !

Phase 4.

Double the mould by “following the leader”.
Do not tighten a this stage.

Now discard the mould by taking off the “mule”
threads then double and triple as needed with the
final cordage. That depends on the cordage
diameter.



Tightening and dressing this sort of SC is extremely
delicate work.
It demands a huge helping of patience and many
hours of concentration.( don’t forget clean hands are
a must too )

From this SC we made variants !

Here we put a chevron pattern in the centre using
gradual and regular design.

OTHER WAYS

Still using the principle of a mirror image.

We also tried a mat by  Pat Ducey.

This image I found on the Net and it was my

computer screen background the first time Nono
came to stay a few days of vacation with me.

Captivated by the pattern, Nono went back to his
home with a copy of the picture of which he made a
special drawing.
This drawing we then sent to Pat with our friendly
regards as he had been our start point.

Drawing led to this.

The central pattern of the original mat is easily
recognisable.

We played with other spherical covers such as can
be found in  “S4C”  by  Peter Van De Griend.
We made a new diagram inspired by  S4C booklet.



Of course it goes without saying that
we will be quite happy to give our
drawings to the ones asking for
them. (our mail addresses are in
Igkt-PAB booklet)
We are tying for the pleasure of it !

There should be other articles in the
future.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


